
Posters



Coastal Cleanup 
Programs : A 
solution to the 
problem or to 
the symptom?

Using social 
marketing to 
cause a sea 
change

The role of 
ocean film-
making in 
education

Stemming the 
Tide of Trash

Shoreline  
removal and 
disposal 
methods

Wildlife 
entanglement 
in marine 
debris

Assessing the 
dangers and 
removal of 
sea-dumped 
munitions

Diving for 
Debris: 
Methods and 
approaches

Managing 
marine debris 
in marine 
protected 
areas

Addressing 
abandoned 
and derelict 
vessels

Aerial remote 
sensing of 
marine debris

In-water 
technology to 
detect derelict 
fishing gear

Don’t fill our 
landfills: 
Alternative 
disposal 
methods

Modeling  
marine debris 
movement 
and transport

Citizen 
scientists and 
monitoring

Microplastics
in the 
environment

Environmental 
impacts of 
chemicals in 
marine plastics

Designing 
meaningful 
protocols to 
monitor debris

Risk Analysis

Ocean voyages 
to study and 
quantify 
pelagic debris

Monitoring 
and reducing 
the impact of 
ghost fishing

Biological 
impacts of 
marine debris

Results and 
synthesis of 
marine debris 
monitoring 
projects

Stories of 
Success : 
Assess and 
Remove

Public Private 
Partnerships 

Stories of 
Success: 
Preventing 
land based 
debris

Engaging 
fishermen to 
address 
marine debris

Many hands 
make light 
work

Considerations 
for successful 
governance

Preventing 
through solid 
waste 
management 

Talking Trash: 
Success and 
challenges 
associated 
with policies to 
prevent plastic 
debris

Innovative 
disposal 
options for 
difficult 
situations 

Reducing 
marine debris  
from shipping

Outreach and 
education 
techniques & 
approaches

Monday Tuesday Thursday Friday



MONDAY POSTERS

115 / Marine debris and 
service learning.

K. WILLIAMS

334 / Nearshore
seafloor mapping as 
a tool for developing 
curriculum based 
marine debris 
classroom programs.

MECHLING

212 / Plastic reduction 
and litter prevention 
campaigns: A three-step 
approach.

FRAZER

Stemming the Tide 
of Trash

141 / An innovative use of 
a “capture cage” to 
disentangle California sea 
lions, Zalophus
californianus, in Oregon.

RAUM-SURYAN

Wildlife 
entanglement in 
marine debris

182 / Preventing 
cigarette litter at the 
water’s edge: Don’t 
teach fish to smoke.

SHINGLEDECKER

227 / Improving 
coordination and 
communication for 
rapid response to 
marine debris 
reported on beaches 
and reefs around 
Oahu, Hawaii.

SELBACH

297 / Success story of 
limiting land-based 
sources of debris.

MAMUN

Stories of Success: 
Preventing land 
based debris

354 / Bringing marine 
debris education inland 
through community 
recreation centers.

HAMILTON

133 / Google Earth tours: 
An engaging and effective 
tool for intermediate 
students to investigate 
and communicate marine 
debris issues.

KELLY

320 / Open oceans and 
marine debris: 
Reforms to the lax 
enforcement of 
MARPOL Annex V

RAKESTRAW

Reducing marine 
debris from 
shipping



MONDAY POSTERS

170 / Plankton ingestion by 
planktivorous fishes in the 
North Pacific Central Gyre.

BOERGER

327 / Assessing impacts of 
benthic marine debris on 
coral communities  in the 
inner Gulf of Thailand.

YEEMIN

220 / Plastic ingestion by 
Black-footed and Laysan 
albatross at Kure Atoll, 
Hawaii.

TITMUS

125 / Incidence, mass, and 
variety of plastics ingested 
by Laysan and Black-footed 
Albatrosses recovered as by-
catch in the North Pacific 
ocean.

GRAY

Biological Impacts of 
Marine Debris 60 / Biodegradable cull 

panels decrease lethality 
of lost and abandoned 
blue crab traps.

STANHOPE



243 / Quantification of 
plastic marine debris 
balance.

MAXIMENKO

74 / Uncertainties in 
operational drift 
modelling.

LAW CHUNE

Modeling  
marine debris 
movement and 
transport

TUESDAY POSTERS

Outreach & 
Education 
Techniques and  
Approaches

273 / Scuba Dogs 
Society battles the trash 
fish in Puerto Rico.

MARTI

333 / Engaging Virgin 
Islanders in addressing 
the problem of marine 
debris.

TAYLOR

57 / EPA addresses and 
prevents marine debris 
through education, 
monitoring, and research 
tools.

GREENE

Designing 
meaningful 
protocols  to 
monitor 
marine debris

28 / Using a rapid survey 
approach to identify 
morphodynamic factors 
that promote the 
accumulation of  micro-
and meso-debris on 
sedimentary shoreline in 
Southwest England.

BIBER

79 / Tridimensional 
sampling method to 
estimate abundance of 
plastic pellets in sandy 
beaches.

FISNER

142 / Rapid assessment of 
beach litter pollution in 
the beaches of Busan, 
Korea: Application of 
Litter Pollution Index.

J. LEE

254 / Characterization of 
tracer chemcials to 
describe marine debris 
ingested by Hawaiian 
seabirds.

NILSEN

272 / Marine debris 
monitoring and 
assessment in China.

ZHANG

319 / Balloon releases: 
Biohazard and 
preventable problem.

REGISTER

108 / Four easy-to-ship 
and easy-to-use 
aluminium neuston trawls 
designed and fabricated 
by Algalita Marine 
Research Foundation for 
use on different vessels of 
opportunity.  Results of 
field tests and preliminary 
intercallibration efforts.

C. MOORE

140 / Use of disposable 
lighters as an indicator 
item to monitor marine 
debris.

FUJIEDA

Designing 
meaningful 
protocols  to 
monitor 
marine debris 
(continued)



244 / What’s eating 
Kaho’olawe’s marine 
debris? “Sharkastics” are 
providing many clues, and 
it’s not fantastic news…

KING

31 / A hazard 
assessment of coastal 
pollution on 
endangered 
leatherback sea turtles 
(Dermochelys
coriacea).

PINCETICH

155 / To eat or not to eat? 
The roles of choice and 
vision in ingestion of 
marine debris by sea 
turtles.

SCHUYLER

Risk Analysis

Stories of 
Success : 
Assess and 
remove marine 
debris 

344 / CoastWalk: A 
regional model for a 
global community.

CHANDLER

302 / Success and 
challenges of marine 
debris monitoring in 
Tainan.

Y. TAI

310 / Beach management 
model: A community-
based technique to 
prevent sandy beach 
susceptibility to marine 
litter along the Nigerian 
coastline.

ASUQUO

350 / Collaborative 
removal: Highlighting 
challenges of city-sourced 
marine debris through 
local, grass-roots 
solutions.

HOWITT

TUESDAY POSTERS

30 / Distribution and 
abundance of derelict 
spiny lobster traps and 
trap-generated debris in 
Florida Keys National 
Marine Sanctuary.

UHRIN

192 / Automated 
identification of 
derelict fishing gear in 
the Stellwagen Bank 
National Marine 
Sanctuary from 
HabCam optical 
imagery.

COWIE-HASKELL

In-water 
technology to 
detect derelict 
fishing gear

121 / Welcome to the 
beach of the future: 
The physical 
properties of plastic 
sediment.

CARSON

Microplastics
in the 
environment



280 / Study on 
composition and 
amount of marine litter 
in coral reef areas.

SURASWADI

259 / Analysis of solid 
wastes in the estuary of 
Santos and Sao Vicente, 
Santos, SP, Brazil.

MARCHESANI

148 / Density of floating 
marine debris in the 
Pearl River from 
Guangzhou, China.

JIANG DA-JUN

116 / Floating marine 
debris in the Guanabara 
Bay – Rio de Janeiro/SE 
Brazil.

BAPTISTA-NETO

223 / Plastic marine 
debris in the Portuguese 
Coastline.

MARTINS

117 / Anthropogenic 
debris on the beaches in 
the Rio de Janeiro/SE 
Brazil.

BAPTISTA-NETO

105 / Assessment of 
solid waste pollution on 
Slovenian coastline.

PALATINUS

279 / International 
Coastal Cleanup 
Thailand.

PRAISANKUL

Results and 
synthesis of 
marine debris 
monitoring 
projects

234 / Temporal and 
spatial distribution of 
marine debris on select 
beaches in the Gulf of 
Alaska.

MASELKO

353 / Composition of 
marine debris in 
Nigerian coastal waters.

OGUGUAH

289 / Imfact marine 
litter in the Northern 
part of Gulf of Mannar, 
Southeast coast of India.

SUBRAMANIAN

40 / Trends in beach 
debris on Hawai’I 2000-
2007.

RIBIC

TUESDAY POSTERS

Results and 
synthesis of 
marine debris 
monitoring 
projects 
(continued)

323 / Municipal solid 
waste management in 
coastal towns of Gujarat 
State, India.

SHAH

62 / Plastics recycling in 
relation to the marine 
debris problem: A 
review.

COPE

Preventing 
land-based 
debris through 
solid waste 
management

77 / Derelict fishing gear 
removal from the 
Northwestern Hawaiian 
Islands.

REARDON

Managing 
marine debris 
in Marine 
Protected 
Areas



345 / Gore Point marine 
debris cleanup and 
monitoring project.

E. PALLISTER

131 / Removal and 
disposal methods of 
marine debris in Japan.

TAKAHASHI

210 / From nurdles to 
nets: Marine debris 
removal and research 
methods.

FRAZER

122 / Exclusive beach 
cleanup applications for 
small islands.

OTSUKA

251 / Cleaning Kanapou, 
Kaho’olawe: The 
challenges of marine 
debris removal from a 
remote Hawaiian island 
that was once a military 
bombing range.

KING

Shoreline 
marine debris  
removal and 
disposal 
methods

Monitoring and 
reducing the 
impact of ghost 
fishing

253 / Derelict trap 
hotspots in Chesapeake 
Bay: Integrating a 
spatially explicit model 
with waterman 
ingenuity to cleanup 
derelict traps.

SLACUM

209 / Quantification of 
ghostfishing by 
experimental derelict 
fish traps in the 
Caribbean.

RENCHEN

328 / Abrasion stress to 
benthic coral reef 
organisms from lost 
fishing gear and other 
marine debris in the 
Florida Keys.

CHIAPPONE

127 / An international 
assessment: The 
effectiveness of 
governmental and 
nongovernmental 
efforts in the 
prevention, mitigation 
and removal of marine 
debris.

KLEBER

Many Hands 
make light 
work: Global 
and regional  
partnerships

THURSDAY POSTERS

50 / Ghost nets: A 
wicked problem.

VIDLER

Engaging 
Fishermen to 
address marine 
debris



337 / Okinawa, Ryukyu 
Islands cleanup 20 year 
report & 
recommendations by 
the Okinawa Prefecture 
regional task force 
steering committee for 
the disposal of marine 
litter.

HEINRICH-SANCHEZ

Coastal 
Cleanup 
Programs: A 
solution to the 
problem or just 
to the 
symptom?

362 / Understanding the 
kinetics involved in the 
sorption and desorption 
of contaminants from 
plastic resins.

APPLEGATE

290 / New ocean 
contamination generate 
from marine debris 
plastics.

SAIDO

78 / Examining the 
relationship between 
plastic marine debris and 
toxic substances.

ENGLER

Environmental 
impacts of 
chemicals in 
marine plastics

41 / Organic pollutants in 
microplastics from two 
beaches of the 
Portuguese coast.

FRIAS

197 / Polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCBs) in 
plastic pellets from 
Santos, Brazil.

FISNER

46 / Macro and micro 
plastic debris adsorb 
and transport endocrine 
disrupters in the ocean.

RIOS MENDOZA

THURSDAY POSTERS

218 / Create films on 
marine debris that 
touch our hearts to 
inspire action and 
societal changes.

KNOWLTON

The role of 
ocean film-
making in 
education



53 / A comparison of 
seven ocean voyages to 
study and quantify 
pelagic debris.

PASCHAL

250 / An investigation of 
plastic marine debris 
across the North 
Atlantic Subtropical 
Gyre.

LATTIN

231 / Characterization of 
pre-production resin 
pellets from the 
Subtropical Convergence 
Zone of the North Pacific 
Gyre.

NEAL

230 / A characterization 
of marine debris in the 
Northeast Pacific deep 
ocean.

LUNDSTEN

208 / Long-term 
quantitative monitoring 
of plastic debris in the 
Pacific Ocean during 
repeated undergraduate 
research cruises.

JOYCE

106 / Lessons learned 
from ten North Pacific 
Subtropical Gyre voyages 
aboard oceanographic 
research vessel Alguita to 
detect, quantify, and 
remove plastic debris and 
ghost nets.

C. MOORE

Ocean voyages 
to study and 
quantify 
pelagic debris

276 / Marine debris 
information 
clearinghouse – A tool for 
collaboration and 
coordination.

MURPHY

Citizen 
scientists and 
marine debris 
monitoring

90 / Surfrider Foundation 
law and policy advocating 
for local change: 
Municipal ordinances 
addressing marine debris.

HOWE

356 / A total systems 
analysis of the Great 
Pacific Garbage Patch.

ORNELL

Law, policy, 
and economic 
considerations 
for successful 
governance

59 / A model for 
interagency 
collaboration: 
Developing a sustainable 
marine debris database 
for the Florida Keys.

WATSON

292 / The OceanGybe
expedition – A global 
perspective on plastic 
beach debris.

ROBERTSON

THURSDAY POSTERS

Ocean voyages 
to study and 
quantify 
pelagic debris



158 / Marine 
biodegradable material 
testing.

KETTL

Don’t fill our 
landfills: 
Alternative 
disposal 
methods 

Public/Private 
partnerships  
for reducing 
and preventing 
marine debris

163 / Reel In and 
Recycle: Findings from 4 
years working with 
recreational anglers to 
recycle fishing line.

SHINGLEDECKER

FRIDAY POSTERS

Aerial Remote 
Sensing of 
Marine Debris

128 / Unmanned aircraft 
use for marine debris 
survey.

VEENSTRA
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